Dust Removal Systems

YOUR ALL IN ONE SOLUTION

1  Hilti’s manufacturer guidelines state that the VC 75-1-A22 can be used for cleaning and drilling extraction for TE-C drills (SDS-Plus).
2  The published item numbers here will provide Table 1 compliant solutions. Previous generations will still need to utilize the objective data test report. Call Hilti for additional questions.
3  Hilti interprets these tools as large handheld angle grinders, which would therefore place them in Table 1, section B, when used with the VC 150 vacuums. However, you can use Hilti’s objective data test report when using the VC 150 vacuums.
4  Hilti interprets a core drill as also being a Table 1 (vii) “drill”, and therefore DD 110 and DD 150 and/or other hand held core drills are compliant when used with a shroud and dust collection system.
5  Angle grinder AG 450-S

Products — Find your tool and accessory below, and then use with any Hilti vacuum. Note that certain solutions have a CFM requirements noted under the tool nomenclature.

Application | Tools with DRS | Dust removal accessory | Universal vacuum cleaner
--- | --- | --- | ---
Rotary hammer | TE 2 | Hammer drill bit TE-CD | Cordless vacuum VC 75-1-A22
Rotary hammer | TE 3-C | Hammer drill bit TE-CD | Cordless vacuum VC 75-1-A22
Rotary hammer | TE 3-C | Dual removal system DRS-D | VC 125 Vacuums
Rotary hammer | TE 3-A | Dual removal system DRS-D | VC 125 Vacuums
Rotary hammer | TE 4-A | Dual removal system DRS-A-U | VC 125 Vacuums
Rotary hammer | TE 6-A22 | Dual removal system DRS-A-U | VC 125 Vacuums
Rotary hammer | TE 6-A | Dual removal system DRS-A-U | VC 125 Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 50 | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 60-ARF | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 70-ARF | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 70-AFC | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 80-ARF | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 80-AFC | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 90-ARF | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Combihammer | TE 90-AFC | Hammer drill bit TE-YO | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Breaker | TE 500-AVR | Table 1 compliant solution | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Breaker | TE 700-AVR | Table 1 compliant solution | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Breaker | TE 1000-AVR | Table 1 compliant solution | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Breaker | TE 2000-AVR | Table 1 compliant solution | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Angle grinder AG 450-D | Angle grinder AG 450-D | Cutting hood | VC 150 XE Vacuums
5” Angle grinder AG 500-12D | 5” Angle grinder AG 500-115 | Suction hood | VC 150 XE Vacuums
Diamond grinder DD 150 | Diamond grinder DD 150 | Grinding hood | VC 300 Vacuum
Diamond cutter DCH 230 | Diamond cutter DCH 300 | Grinding hood | VC 300 Vacuum
Depth gauge DCH 230 | Depth gauge DCH 300 | Cutting hood | VC 300 Vacuum
Diamond coring tool DD 110-W | Diamond coring tool DD 110-W | Adapter | WMS 100
Diamond coring tool DD 155-U | Diamond coring tool DD 155-U | Adapter | WMS 100
Diamond coring tool DD 160-U | Diamond coring tool DD 160-U | Adapter | WMS 100
Diamond coring tool DD 300-CA | Diamond coring tool DD 300-CA | Adapter | WMS 100
Diamond coring tool DD 350-CA | Diamond coring tool DD 350-CA | Adapter | WMS 100
Hand-held gas saw DSH 700-X | Hand-held gas saw DSH 900-X | DWP 10 tank (water is needed) | WMS 100
Hand-held gas saw DSH-900-X | DWP 10 tank (water is needed) | WMS 100

Concrete cutting | | | |